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Abstract 

Thesis: The Early Developmental History of Concrete Block in America 

Student:  James P. Hall 

Degree:  Master of Science in Historic Preservation 

College:  Architecture and Planning 

Date:  May, 2009 

Pages: 144 

 This thesis outlines the early developmental history of concrete block in America 

with special attention being placed on the years leading up to the St. Louis Louisiana 

Purchase Exposition of 1904.  In general, the history of concrete block in contemporary 

building material histories begins with the innovations in block machinery that took place 

at the turn of the 20th century.  However, the history of concrete block begins much 

earlier than these innovations.   

 Harmon S. Palmer invented the first commercially successful concrete block 

machine in 1900, but there were many reasons why concrete block became widely used 

during the first half of the 20th century.  The establishments of a domestic Portland 

cement industry, the innovations in concrete block machinery, and the marketing and 

promotion of concrete and concrete block at the 1904 St. Louis Louisiana Purchase 

Exposition, are all major reasons why concrete block began to be widely used in 

America.   
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1 

Introduction 

 

Many important factors were involved in the innovation and evolution of concrete 

block in America, and too often many of these factors have been overlooked in 

contemporary architectural histories. Harmon S. Palmer invented the first successful 

commercial machine used to make concrete block in 1900, and Palmer’s invention is 

important in understanding the initial commercial successes. However, the story does not 

begin with Palmer, because the introduction of concrete block as a building material 

predates his invention by well over a half century.  As a direct result the early history of 

concrete block has been overshadowed by the innovations that took place during the first 

decade of the 20th century. 

Palmer’s invention had little to do with the widespread commercial successes of 

concrete block, because numerous concrete block manufacturers established themselves 

during the same period as Palmer. A wide variety of machines were patented at the turn 

of the century that had little or no resemblance to his.  The marketing ingenuity of the 

Portland cement industry and other concrete subsidiaries had more to do with the success 

of concrete block than Palmer’s invention.     
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Concrete block began to be mass produced as a direct result in the increase in the 

domestic Portland cement industry.  The emergence of a domestic Portland cement 

industry coincides with the first commercially produced block machine.  Portland cement 

was cheaper than natural cement and the increase in domestic production made available 

a more economical concrete product.  The growth of the Portland cement industry was an 

impetus for the growth of the concrete block industry. 

 As the Portland cement industry was gaining momentum in America and concrete 

block machinery was evolving, these two industries benefitted from an international 

platform, the St. Louis Louisiana Purchase Exposition of 1904.  The Expo was the 

defining moment in America when concrete and concrete block gained an international 

audience.  To date, little attention is placed in contemporary building material histories 

on how important the 1904 Expo was in promoting the use of concrete and concrete 

block in America.  The Expo was responsible for a significant increase in the awareness 

of concrete block as a potential building material. 

One of the most important influences the Expo had on concrete and concrete 

block was the role it played in its promotion and marketability.  The 1904 Exposition was 

the first time the Portland cement industry in America came together and worked as one 

unit to promote its material.  A multitude of independent Portland cement companies 

pooled resources to erect a building at the Exposition.1 This initial consolidation 

continued for decades as Portland cement companies promoted the use of concrete and 

concrete block. 

                                                           
1
 American Society of Testing Materials, Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Meeting, Vol. V, 

(Philadelphia: American Society of Testing Materials, 1905), 396. 
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The 1904 Exposition also played an integral part in establishing scientific testing 

of concrete and concrete block.  The Exposition building erected by the Portland cement 

industries also served as a testing laboratory, and after the Expo, the testing of concrete 

continued in Forrest Park, the site of the Fair.2  This testing was financially supported by 

the United States government, and this marks the first time a federal agency was involved 

in a comprehensive assessment of concrete and its capabilities.3 

Many contemporary sources do not detail in depth the early history of concrete 

block and the early commercial successes of concrete block machinery.  By studying 

early publications related to concrete block it becomes evident how complex the industry 

was at the turn of 20th century.  

The domestic manufacture of Portland cement, the innovations in concrete block 

making technology, and the role concrete played at the 1904 St. Louis Louisiana 

Purchase Exposition are just a few reasons why concrete block originally gained 

acceptance in America, and these claims will be argued using numerous primary sources 

which will in turn outline the early history of concrete block in America.   

                                                           
2
 Ibid. 

3 Richard L. Humphrey, Organization, Equipment, and Operations of the Structural-Materials  
Testing Laboratories at St. Louis, MO., U. S. Geological Survey (Washington D. C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1908), 8. 
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2 

Concrete: A Primer 

 

 

 In order to discuss concrete and concrete block, it is important to understand the 

material composition of concrete.  Concrete is a highly complicated material.   The 

chemical composition of modern concrete closely resembles the composition of natural 

limestone.  For this reason, concrete could be viewed as an artificial stone.  To put it 

abstractly, concrete is the byproduct of the man-made reversal of nature; it is a man-made 

reconstitution of minerals into stone.  Concrete is created by combining three main 

ingredients: aggregates, cement, and water.   

The aggregate and its application in concrete can vary widely from culture to 

culture, region to region and has changed over the epochs of history.   Generally, 

aggregates consist of sand or gravel, and can even be as large as rocks or stones.  

However, experience has proven that the smaller the aggregate the stronger and more 

durable the concrete will be.  Geological differences result in different types of 

aggregates.  The sand or gravel of Europe differs greatly from the sand and gravel found 

in Midwest America.   Some aggregates have proven to be more successful in producing 

stronger cements than others. Two types of aggregates are generally utilized within 
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concrete, fine or coarse aggregate.  Fine aggregate is typically screened sand or stone.  

The screening process frees the aggregate of all useless matter.  However, fine aggregate 

should not be confused with fine sand.  Fine sand should be avoided because fine sand is 

more porous than course sand when water is introduced due to the more granules present 

in fine sand.4 

The other common aggregate utilized in concrete is coarse aggregate.  Course 

aggregate is generally gravel, broken stone, or cinders.  Gravel is generally superior to 

broken stone because of its smooth round pebbles as opposed to jagged broken stone.5  

The smoothness allows for better compaction during tamping.6 

The binder in concrete that holds the aggregates together is referred to as cement. 

Cement is not a finished structural product, but is only an ingredient within concrete.  

Cements can be broken down into two groups; natural and manmade.   

Natural cement is created by heating limestone at a very high temperature and 

thus forcing out the carbon within the stone.7  After the stone has been heated the 

byproduct is crushed into a powder.  The limestone used in natural cement production 

must contain between 13 to 35% clay material in which 10 to 22% is silicia.8  The 

finished product is a fine powder mixture referred to as lime.  This powdery mixture is 

                                                           
4
 Harmon H. Rice, Concrete-Block Manufacture Process and Machines (New York: John Wiley & 

Sons, 1906), 10. 
5 Lewis, Myron H. and Albert H. Chandler, Popular Hand Book for cement and Concrete Users  

(New York: The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co,, 1911), 40. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Frederick W. Taylor and Sanford E. Thompson, A Treatise on Concrete Plain and Reinforced, 

Materials, Construction, and Design of concrete and Reinforced Concrete (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
1916), 43. 

8 Edwin C. Eckel, The Material and Manufacture of Portland Cement, Geological Survey of 
Alabama, Bulletin No. 8 (Montgomery, Alabama: The Brown Printing Company, 1904), 9. 
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then mixed with an aggregate and water which in turn can be used in mortars, plasters, 

and concretes.  Natural cements were the most widely produced cements used in America 

during the 19th century.  It was very common to name the cement after the locality where 

it was produced; examples include Rosendale cement and Louisville cement.9 

Common lime, or quick lime, is natural cement that has been utilized within 

mortars and plasters for centuries.  Lime based mortars and cements are made possible by 

the presence of the calcium carbonate that is found in limestone.  Calcium carbonate 

contains three main ingredients: calcium, carbon, and oxygen.10  When limestone is 

heated, a chemical reaction forces carbon and oxygen out of the stone and the byproduct 

is a highly reactive material known as quicklime, or calcium oxide.  When quicklime is 

treated with water, or hydrated, a chemical reaction takes place that produces heat and the 

result is referred to as hydrated lime.   

Another type of natural cement is Puzzolan.  Puzzolan was first utilized by the 

Greeks and later perfected by the Romans.  Puzzolan was the dominant cement used 

within the great engineering feats of the Roman Empire.  Puzzolan consists of lime mixed 

with volcanic ash.  Because volcanic ash has already been exposed to extreme 

temperatures during volcanic eruptions, no further heating is needed, unlike the 

pulverization utilized in lime production.   

A modern version of Puzzolan cement is called slag cement.  The chemical 

composition of slag cement is basically the same as traditional Puzzolan, but instead of 

                                                           
9
 Ibid. 

10 F. Wolfgang Tegethoff, Calcium Carbonate; From the Cretaceous Period into the 21st Century 
(Birhauser, 2001), 2.  
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volcanic ash, blast-furnace slag is substituted.  Blast furnace slag is the byproduct of iron 

production.   

During the 19th century, experiments with the chemical composition of mortars 

produced the first man made cement, Portland cement: 

Portland cement is produced by burning a finely ground artificial mixture 

containing essentially lime, silica, alumina, and iron oxide, in certain definite 

proportions.  Usually this combination is made by mixing limestone or marl with 

clay or shale, in which case about three times as much of the lime carbonate 

should be present in the mixture as of the clayey materials.  The burning takes 

place at a high temperature, approaching 3,000° F., and must, therefore, be carried 

on in kilns of special design and lining.  During the burning, combination of the 

lime with silica, alumina, and iron oxide takes place.  The product of the burning 

is a semi-fused mass called clinker, consisting of silicates, aluminates, and ferrites 

of lime in certain definite proportions.  This clinker must be finely ground.  After  

grinding the powder, Portland cement, will set under water.11 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
11 Eckel, 10. 
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3 

Concrete: A Brief History 

 

Concrete has been utilized by many cultures and has been invented and reinvented 

for over a millennia.  The exact recipes of ancient concretes have been lost.  It could be 

argued that concretes of ancient Greece and Rome were equal if not superior to pre-

Portland cement concretes due to their longevity and their hydraulic qualities.  The 

complete history of concrete is yet to be written, because of modern man’s limited 

archeological knowledge of pre-Roman civilizations.  To date, ancient Rome is credited 

with perfecting a form of concrete, but the ancient Egyptians and ancient Greeks both 

utilized lime-based mortars and plasters.   

The Romans were one of the first cultures to use concrete on a wide scale as a 

building material. The Romans utilized a form of concrete called Puzzolan in the 

construction of the extensive aqueduct projects starting in the first century B.C.  Puzzolan 

was formed into u-shaped trenches to carry water over long distances, and some of these 

trenches still exist today as a testament to the durability of Roman cement and the 

ingenuity of Roman engineers.  The Pantheon may be the first grand structure that 

utilized concrete, or Puzzolan; it was constructed in the first century A.D.  The Pantheon 
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is regarded as the largest un-reinforced concrete dome in the world and is also thought to 

be one of the oldest structures in continuous use.  The Pantheon used Puzzolan in the 

wide-reaching dome, which is credited as being one of the most impressive indoor open 

spaces of the Roman Empire.12 

 However, the expertise of Roman engineers was lost for well over a millennium, 

and it was not until the Renaissance that Europe was able to duplicate a material that even 

came close to the strength and durability of Puzzolan.  It was not until the 17th and 18th 

centuries in England that concrete was used again on a wide scale as a building material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
12

 Frank Harvey Eno, The Use of Hydraulic Cement, No. 2, 4th series (Springfield, Ohio: 

Springfield Publishing Co., 1904), 18. 
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4 

Concrete Block:  An Early History 

 

Presently, most concrete historians credit Harmon S. Palmer as the inventor of the 

modern concrete block.  These assertions are oversimplifications because they limit this 

important invention to only one individual, when it was a result of an evolutionary 

process spanning decades.  These oversights also overlook the fact that the concrete block 

was invented well before post-industrialization and prior to the building boom that took 

place in America during the second half of the 19th century.  This is a major oversight, 

because the block form was a groundbreaking achievement.  Its realization was not 

created overnight or by one lone individual.  The block took centuries if not millennium 

to come to fruition and its importance should not be diminished due to preconceived 

notions of its cheapness and coldness.  Concrete is “artificial stone,” and in block form 

should be relegated as one of the most important building innovations of the last several 

centuries. 

It is debatable as to what culture first utilized concrete block as a building 

material.  It is generally agreed upon by most academics that concrete construction was 

first utilized on a large scale by Roman engineers.  However, there is evidence and 
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ongoing research at the time of this writing that suggests that an Egyptian form of 

concrete predates the Roman usage by well over a millennium; this usage was in the form 

of a block.13 

Some evidence suggests that the earliest use of concrete block was initiated by the 

ancient Egyptians in the construction of the Great Pyramids.  Although it is a highly 

controversial argument, contemporary claims have been made by academics that the 

ancient Egyptians made use of a form of concrete within some of the building blocks of 

the pyramids, mainly the upper portions where the handling and manipulability of large 

cut stone blocks was almost impossible.  The claim is that many upper story blocks were 

actually molded in place utilizing wooded molds.14 

The leading proponent of this argument is Joseph Davidovits, a French chemical 

engineer who coined the term geopolymer, and one of the leading experts on Geopolymer 

Chemistry.  Davidovits claims geopolymers are alkali aluminosilicate-based binders and 

if mixed with a high concentrated limestone aggregate could form a compound that is 

almost identical to natural stone.15  Beginning in the 1980’s, Davidovits argued that many 

of the blocks within the pyramids were constructed using a high concentration of 

limestone concrete, or geopolymer.  The Davidovits’ theory asserts that the ancient 

Egyptians had very advanced knowledge of alchemy, and that it is more plausible that 

they chemically constructed some blocks than chiseled and moved them vast distances as 

currently believed by many historians.  The theory states that the Egyptians created a re-

                                                           
13

 Joseph Davidovits, They Built the Pyramids (Institute Geopolymere, 2008), 31. 
14Ibid., 12. 
15The Research Group of Dr. Michel Barsom, Of Geopolymers, Pyramids, and Homes, A White 

Paper (Philidelphia: Drexel University, 2006), 1-2. 
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agglomerated stone by utilizing naturally broken up limestone mixed with  chemicals to 

produce stone that looks, feels, and has the strength of limestone found in the region.16 

 Davidovits’ theory has been cautiously accepted if not totally disregarded by the 

archeological and Egyptalogical community due to decades of preconceived notions and 

academic assertions.  However, it should be noted that the idea of concrete block 

pyramids has precedence as an early American concrete publication attests in 1909: 

Of the antiquity of the use of manufactured blocks there seems to be no doubt.  It 

is called a modern industry, but it has been proved that the Egyptians used porous 

lava that contained hydraulic properties and the basic element necessary in the 

making of cement similar to our Portland of today.  The sarcophagus in which 

they placed their dead was manufactured stone.  It has been pretty definitely 

decided that at least the upper portions of the Egyptian pyramids were formed in 

the same manner and the massive blocks of stone that have baffled the past ages 

by the mystery of their transportation to such elevations probably were borne to 

their destination by pailful.  As a further proof that these blocks were of man’s 

formation breakages in some of them reveal small pieces of wood embedded in 

the mass.17 

Davidovits’s theory aside, it is hard to determine an exact date for when man first 

molded concrete into a block or brick form.  Historians agree upon the fact that the 

Romans did mold concrete within the extensive aqueduct works throughout the Roman 

                                                           
16

 Ibid. 
17 William A. Radford, Cement Houses and How to Build Them (Chicago: Radford Architectural 

Company, 1909), 5. 
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Empire, but there is no evidence that they molded concrete into blocks that resembled cut 

stone.  The notion of concrete molded into blocks is an important innovation in the use of 

concrete construction.  The molded block form is important because it is easy to 

manufacture, transport, and is durable and long lasting. 

One of the earliest applications in the modern era of the block form was 

established in England by William Ranger in 1832.  William Ranger of Brighton, 

England, took out a patent for artificial stone less than ten years after the invention of 

Portland cement.   

William Ranger molded his blocks by utilizing wooden molds that were held 

together by wood trenails, or pegs, and iron clamps.18  It was stated that: 

a number of the molds being laid out in a line, the mixing boards are placed near 

them, in which the sifted quick lime powder and the proper proportion of gravel 

and sand are mixed with boiling water, with all exceptions: and the mixture is 

thrown immediately into one of the moulds, in which it is continually rammed 

until the mould is quite full, where a smooth surface is made upon the top of the 

artificial stone afterward by a plasterer.19 

Ranger’s first attempt at building something out of his concrete block was noted in an 

1835 English architectural journal: 

                                                           
18 C. W. Pasley, Observations on Limes, Calcareous Cements, Mortars, Stuccos and Concrete, 

and Puzzolanas, Natural and Artificial (London: John Weale Architectural Library, 1847), 19.  
19 Ibid., 20. 
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The first work executed in this material (concrete block) was a wall surrounding 

the garden of Mr. Peel of Kemp Town.  The ashlar stones (2ft. long and 9 1/2 in. 

by 8 in.) were formed on the spot, and became in a few hours, sufficiently hard to 

commence setting.  The mortar used in laying was formed of the same materials, 

and the whole become as it were, one entire mass of concrete; having the precise 

appearance and the durability of Portland stone, though the proprietor did not 

incur above a third of the cost.20 

It is interesting that this very early testimonial of concrete block promotes its 

importance relative to its similar appearance and cost to real Portland limestone.  The 

mention of Portland limestone is interesting because of Aspdin’s discovery of Portland 

cement less than a decade earlier.  Aspdin named his cement Portland after its relative 

appearance to the limestone of the Portland region of England.  It is not known if Ranger 

was aware and utilizing Aspdin’s discovery or if these two men just happen to be 

concurrently innovative, but it is very interesting that the invention of Portland cement 

and the comparisons of Ranger’s blocks to Portland limestone are similar.  Portland 

cement and concrete block would continue to have an important relationship well into the 

20th century.   Portland cement would be the catalyst for the concrete boom in America 

during the turn of the 20th century.    

The first documented concrete block residence in America was constructed 

shortly after Ranger’s invention.  It is not known if the utilization of concrete block 

                                                           
20

 J. C. Loudon, The Architectural Magazine, and Journal of Improvements in the Architectural, 
Building, and Furnishing, and in the Various Arts and Trades Connected Therewith, Vol. II, Art. VI 
(1835), 62. 
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coincidentally happened in America or if it was transplanted via diffusion.  The house 

was constructed on Staten Island, New York, by George A. Ward, Esq. who was a well-

to-do, well-traveled merchant in 1837. (Fig. 1) Unfortunately this structure no longer 

remains and it is up for debate as to the actual construction technique utilized.  In a 1904 

publication, the author states, after visiting the structure that: 

The oldest concrete house built in the United States is of monolithic concrete.  It 

was built on Staten Island, N. Y. in 1837 of natural cement concrete.  Although 

badly weather worn and dilapidated this house still stands and was inhabited by 

one or two families when the writer visited it in 1902.  It must be remembered 

that this house was built of the imperfect natural cement made in those early years 

and the aggregate used was not carefully selected, but portions were compounded 

of brickbat, irregular and rather large sized broken stone.21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           

21
 Frank Harvey Eno, The Use of Hydraulic Cement, No.2, 4th series (Springfield, Ohio: 

Springfield Publishing Co., 1904), 74. 

Figure 1: Picture of 
the George A. Ward 
House, or “The 
Cement House,” built 
1837.  Picture taken in 
1902.  Frank Harvey 
Eno, The Use of 
Hydraulic Cement, 4th 
series, No. 2. 
(Springfield, Ohio: 
Springfiled Publishing 
Co.,1904), 74. 
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This author claimed that the Ward house was constructed of monolithic concrete 

but a  slightly earlier 1900 source states the house was, “generally known as the, ‘Cement 

House,’ and the walls are of solid blocks of cement or composition.  These blocks were 

cast in moulds, and on being exposed to the sun, soon became as hard as the ordinary red 

sandstone.”22 

Because George A. Ward was a well-traveled merchant and spent much time in 

Europe, including England, it is possible he came across the techniques that William 

Ranger was experimenting with in concrete block construction.  A blurry picture of the 

“Cement House” in Frank Eno’s The Use of Hydraulic Cement, shows the house to be a 

castellated structure with one turret on each corner of the dwelling.  Although blocks are 

not visible in the picture it is most likely built of concrete masonry because monolithic 

concrete had not been tried and tested yet.  It is also possible that the author who visited 

the property in 1902 mistook the structure for monolithic construction when in actuality it 

was constructed of an early version of concrete block.  The description of William 

Ranger’s invention, previously described, attests that the mortar used in laying the block 

was of the same material as the block itself, which resulted in the finish product looking 

like one mass.  The one mass could have been mistaken for monolithic construction.  It is 

also possible the walls were plastered over thus concealing the block form.  This is most 

                                                           
22 Ira k. Morris, Morris’s Memorial History of Staten Island,  Vol. II (West New Brighton, New 

York, 1900), 171. 
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likely the construction technique utilized in Ward’s Cement House because monolithic or 

grout wall construction was not utilized until the second half of the 19th century.23 

 In 1850, Joseph Gibbs, an English engineer, took out a patent for the construction 

of solid concrete walls.  The walls would be constructed by utilizing timber forms that 

could be removed after curing.  Gibbs stated: 

When it is thought advisable to dispense with the lattices and to make the wall 

without any part of it being composed of wood, then in such case, blocks of the 

size of the stone of which the wall would be composed under ordinary 

circumstances are to be cast, only these blocks are to be hollow, having only sides 

and ends, the sides and ends being made about two Inches thick.  After every 

course of these blocks have been built, the hollows must be filled with concrete 

like that before described. The blocks being made to break joints with each other, 

and being filled with cementious matter, the wall will become one mass of solid 

artificial stone, so there will be no necessity to put mortar between the blocks to 

bed them.24 

Although the intention of Gibbs was not to construct hollow concrete block walls, 

his invention was the precursor to the hollow block system.  Many people who 

                                                           
23

 Orson S. Fowler, A Home For All, or the Gravel Wall and Octagon Mode of Building, (New 
York: Dover Pub., Inc.1855), 19.  Orson Fowler experimented with grout wall construction starting in the 
1850’s.  Fowler claimed Mr. Goodrich of Milton, Wisconsin was the discoverer of this building method.  
Fowler advocated the use of a gravel or grout wall type of construction for Octagon houses.  

24 Harmon H. Rice, The Manufacture of concrete Blocks and Their Use in Building Construction 
(New York: The Engineering New Publishing Co., 906), 33. 
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constructed block walls with Gibbs system skipped the process of filling in the hollow 

cores.25 

In 1855, an American patent was applied for by Ambrose Foster and John 

Messinger, both of Wisconsin, for a concrete mixture and mold process of manufacturing 

concrete blocks. (Fig. 

2)Although Messinger 

was no longer alive, he is 

credited on the patent.  

The patent for the 

Improved Building Block, 

or Artificial Granite was 

filed and accepted on 

January 16, 

1855.26(Fig.2) (See 

Appendix, p. 75) 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
25

 Ibid. 
26 Ambrose Foster, “Improved Building Blocks, or Artificial Granite,” US Patent 12264. 16 Jan. 

1855. 

Figure 2: Foster and 
Messinger’s patent for the 
Improved Building Block, 
or Artificial Granite, U. S. 
Patent Office, Jan. 16, 
1855.  Notice the hollow 
core options presented in 
the patent drawing. 
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Foster’s and Messinger’s patent specified the process was nothing more than mixing 

common sand, or gravel, and lime.  By mixing eleven bushels of sand or gravel to one 

bushel of unslaked lime, an artificial stone could be produced.27  This mixture of 

ingredients then had to be consolidated by pressure, which was accomplished by a 

mechanical press.  The most important aspect of Foster’s and Messinger’s system is the 

hollow core element introduced within the block.  Prior to the hollow core innovation, 

concrete blocks were solid and void of any air chambers.  The hollow core was 

introduced within Foster’s design in order to assist and speed up the curing process.  

According to the patent documents they ignored the fact that these hollow core elements 

also limited the amount of material necessary in their production.  They also ignored the 

fact that the reduction of material made the blocks much lighter and easier assemble. 

 One 20th century author has stated about Foster’s system, “The blocks were solid, 

made entirely by hand in awkward wooden molds, oversized, very heavy, and 

exceedingly hard to handle.”28  This author’s assertions have perpetuated decades of 

misinformation.  Foster’s blocks were not solid.  The blocks may have been awkward and 

cumbersome, but they were hollow, and the importance of this fact cannot be understated.  

The hollow cores assisted in the curing process, lightened the weight of each block, and 

also helped in insulating exterior walls.  Foster and messenger may have not been aware 

                                                           
27

 Charles P. Dwyer, The Economic cottage Builder: On, Cottages for Men of Small Means 
(Buffalo: Wanzer, McKim & Co., 1856), 100. 

28 Joseph Bell, From The Carriage Age….To The Space Age…The Birth and Growth of the 
Concrete Masonry Industry (Arlington, Va.: National Concrete Masonry Association, 1969), 1. 
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of the importance of their innovation, but it would set a precedent in concrete block 

production that has carried over to the present day.   

In an 1856 publication explaining his patent, Foster goes into detail on how the 

mechanical elements of concrete block production are limited and in their infancy.  Foster 

explained that a company in New Hampshire was on the eve of perfecting the mechanical 

process of manufacturing block: 

M. & J. H. Buck & Co. have perfected a press, which, I think will work 

admirably, and with two of which, driven by small engine, or other power, and 

with 10 or 12 hands, 5000 Blocks may be mixed, molded and piled away per day.  

I think, in most cases, it will be found more economical to work them by steam or 

horse power – one horse being sufficient to drive two presses.  The power applied 

continuously feeds the moulds, presses the Block, and raises it from the mould, 

holding it a sufficient time to be removed.  The only manual labor required is the 

mixing and filling the hopper, taking off the Blocks, and piling them away.29 

This arrangement was highly sophisticated for antebellum America and was a 

precursor to the early 20th century industrialization of the concrete block industry.  It was 

not until the second decade of the 1900s that concrete block was manufactured on such a 

mass scale as the M & J. H. Buck process described.  In all reality, the mechanization that 

Foster describes was never realized. 
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 Ambrose Foster’s Patent,” Improved Building Blocks or Artificial Granite,” No. 75, Nassau St. 
New York, 1856, 7. 
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Foster’s patent also addressed the opportunity for ornamentation.  Foster 

explained, “Ornamental devices too, may be molded upon the block, which could not be 

formed upon any kind of brick or block, that required burning, without increasing the 

expense beyond what would be justified by the value of the brick when finished.”30  

Although Foster did not give great detail about how to ornament blocks, his 

conceptualization of the opportunity to do so anticipates later developments. 

Foster & Messinger were the inventors of the modern version of the concrete 

block.  Their contributions are understated and should be reevaluated.  Their molding 

process utilized pressure and mechanization; and their awareness of concrete’s 

ornamental capabilities all suggest that Foster & Messinger should be credited with 

inventing the modern concrete block masonry unit.  They have been overlooked and 

misrepresented in building material histories.  Unfortunately most architectural and 

building material historians ignore this period of discovery and jump ahead to post 

industrial manufacture.    

After the Civil War, further advancements in molding block were realized.  In 

1868, Thomas J. Lowry patented an apparatus for molding block. (Fig.3) This molding 

box was an interesting innovation because a) it had the hollow core element built into it, 

b) it was constructed with handles and a wheel for ease in moving, c) it incorporated 

interchangeable dove tail elements into the mold that would allow for an interlocking 

component in the constructions of walls. 

 

                                                           
30 Ambrose Foster, U.S. Patent 12264. 
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The previously described concrete block systems are an overview of the many 

innovations made during the 19th century.  The innovations achieved by Ranger, Foster, 

and others set the stage for the inventors of Late Victorian America.  Pamela Simpson in 

Quick, Cheap, and Easy; Imitative Architectural Materials, 1870-1930 states: 

While concrete is an ancient building material, concrete block is essentially a 

product of the twentieth century.  None of the nineteenth century patents, led to 

any widespread production of concrete block.  They all were isolated experiments 

that produced a few buildings and gave impetus for the idea of block, but not to 

its practical mass production.31 
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 Pamela H. Simpson, Cheap, Quick, & Easy: Imitative Architectural Materials, 1870-1930 
(Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1999), 11. 

 

Figure 3: A cross section view of T. J. Lowry concrete block molding box.  
Harmon Howard Rice, The Manufacture of concrete Blocks and Their Use in 
Building Construction (New York: The Engineering New Publishing Co., 
1906), 32. 
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Simpson argues that the mass production of concrete block was due to 

innovations in machinery.  However, it was not the innovations in machinery that 

allowed concrete block to be produced on a wide scale; it was the mass production of 

Portland cement that allowed for eventual machinery to even be profitable. 
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5 

Portland Cement 

 

One of the most important innovations in the use of concrete was the introduction 

of man-made cement known as Portland cement.  Portland cement was invented by 

Joseph Aspdin of Leeds England in 1824. Aspdin named the compound Portland because 

he felt it resembled the oolitic limestone of Portland, England.32 

During the last decade of the 19th century, Portland cement displaced natural 

cement in America as the leading binding agent utilized in the manufacture of concrete.  

The first attempt at producing Portland cement in America was in 1872 in Kalamazoo, 

Michigan, but the plant was unsuccessful and had little to do with future development of 

the material in other parts of the country.33 

Prior to domestic manufacturing, all Portland cement used in America was 

imported from Europe, especially England.  This kept cement prices high, and as a result 

cement was not perceived to be economically practical in construction.  However, as 

                                                           
32

 Edwin Eckel, Portland Cement Materials and Industry In the United States, Department of the 
Interior, U. S. Geological Survey, Bulletin 522 (Washington D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1913), 24. 

33 Ibid., 27. 
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domestic manufacture increased, the prices of Portland cements were driven down and 

concrete’s potential as a building material was realized.  

In 1890, only sixteen domestic Portland cement manufacturers were known in the 

United States.34  Over the next decade, American production increased so much that by 

1902 there were 65 plants producing Portland cement in America; this number grew 

steadily over the next decade.35Two main factors contributed to the increase in domestic 

Portland cement manufacturing: the perfection of the rotary kiln and timber shortages at 

the turn of the 20th century.36 

Kilns had been utilized in the production of Portland cement from the very 

beginning.  Kilns are and were used to produce Portland cement by burning a mixture of 

pulverized materials containing lime, silica, and alumina.37 What results from burning 

this mixture is a product called a clinker and this clinker is then crushed into a fine 

powdery mixture called Portland cement.38 

                                                           
34 Transactions of the Society of Civil Engineers, Vol.  LIV (New York: International Engineering 

Congress,  1905), 426. 
35 Ibid. 
36

 William A. Radford, Cement Houses and How to Build Them (Chicago: Radford Architectural 
Company, 1909), 3 

37 Edwin C. Eckel, The Material and Manufacture of Portland Cement, Geological Survey of 
Alabama, Bulletin No. 8 (Montgomery, Alabama The Brown Printing Company, 1904), 43. 

38 Ibid., 43. 
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The rotary kiln was invented in England by Frederick Ransome in 

1885.39Ransome’s invention consisted of cylinders 25 ft. long and 5ft. in diameter.40(Fig. 

4)  The cylinders would be propped up on rollers and these rollers would in turn rotate 

the cylinders.41  The American industry took Ransome’s concept and perfected and 

commercialized it.  In 1893 the American Portland cement industry used rotary kilns 

within 25.2% of all Portland cement manufacture, and by 1900 the rotary kiln was used 

in 81.5% of all Portland cement manufacture.42The rotary kiln proved to be very 

successful in manufacturing 

large quantities of Portland 

cement and this increase at 

the turn of the century is a 

testament to its practicality. 

Another important 

factor in the increase in the 

production of Portland 

cement was the lack of 

available lumber at the turn 

of the 20th century.43The 

mass production of Portland cement coupled with the shortages of timber created an 

                                                           
39 Transactions of the Society of Civil Engineers, Vol.  LIV (New York: International Engineering 

Congress, 1905), 428. 
40 James A. Audley, Silica and the Silicates  (New York: D. Van Nostram, 1921), 147. 
41 Ibid. 
42

 Transactions of the Society of Civil Engineers, Vol.  LIV (New York: International Engineering 
Congress, 1905), 428. 

43 Radford, Cement Houses, 3. 

Figure 4: An example of a rotary kiln which was invented 
by Frederick Ransom in 1885.  The rotary kiln effectively 
produced large quantities of Portland cement.   James A. 
Audley, Silica and the Silicates (New York: D. Van 
Nostram, 1921), 148. 
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opportune situation for experiments with new building technologies.  Concrete block is 

an example of one such building material.   
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6 

The Commercialization of Concrete Block 

 

Foster & Messinger may have been the first individuals to conceptualize the 

modern block form, and its mass production, but Foster & Messinger never gained much 

success and notoriety for their invention.  During the second half of the 19th century, 

many inventors, both in America and Europe, tackled the idea of creating a practical and 

simple machine for molding concrete blocks on a mass scale.  Some machines were 

overly elaborate and could not be practically used or moved.  Some required engines or 

highly elaborate belt systems.  As the 19th century came to a close, numerous concrete 

block machines entered the market. 

During the 1880s, an economical molding machine for building blocks was closer 

to being realized.  In 1887, Harmon S. Palmer filed for a U. S. patent for a Machine for 

Molding Building Blocks. Palmer’s first patent comprised of a table with a molding unit 

in the center.(Fig. 5)(See Appendix, p. 93)  The table and molding unit were constructed 

of wood, and the sides of the mold could be retracted in order to remove the concrete 

block.  The introduction of the table is important in understanding Palmer’s eventual 

successful innovations. 
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By 1900, Palmer evolved his original table system into a four legged cast iron unit 

that had a removable core and collapsible sides. (Fig. 6)  The removable core and 

collapsible sides are what make Palmer's invention important, because this ingenious 

adaptation allowed the maker to remove “green” blocks from the machine without 

damaging them. (See Appendix, p. 106, 110, 128) The use of cast iron is also important, 

because of the constant and repetitive motion of manufacturing blocks and the moist 

nature of creating concrete, wood proved to be an inferior molding material. 

Figure 5: H. S. Palmer’s original concrete block machine. 
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In 1902, Palmer started the Hollow Building Block Company, claiming that he 

was the inventor of the original hollow concrete block system.44  Over the next decade, 

many variations of cast iron concrete block machines flooded the U. S. patent office in 

Washington D. C.; Palmer attempted to take to court anyone whose machine or block 

form resembled his.  An ad in a 1904 engineering journal warned:   

WANTED—We want the name of every party selling, buying or using any HOLLOW 

CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCK MACHINES, as well as the location of every building 

erected with HOLLOW CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS without our license, and for first 

information we will pay a reward. "We have six years in which to begin action.”45 

                                                           
44

 Municipal Engineering, Index, Vol. XXVI, Jan. – June, (Indianapolis: Municipal Engineering 
Co., 1904), 480. 

45Ibid. 

Figure 6:  An example of H. S. 
Palmer’s first cast iron concrete 
block machine.  Eno, 75. 
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Palmer was not successful in establishing his claims because he failed to prove he 

invented the hollow concrete block.  As already stated, the hollow concrete block had 

precedent in the Foster and Messinger system.   

In the case of Clark vs. The Harmon S. Palmer Hollow Concrete Bldg. Block Co. it was 

decided: 

The Palmer design patent No. 36,806, for a design for artificial building blocks, 

showing the upper portion of the block having a rock face and the lower part 

smooth, Is void for anticipation and lack of Invention; It being shown without 

contradiction that houses still standing were built, prior to the application for the 

patent, of alternate layers of rock-face and smooth-face stone, presenting 

substantially the same appearance to the eye as a building of stone made after the 

design of the patent46 

Also, Palmer failed to prove that he was the sole originator of the concrete block 

machine, because a wide variety of machines flooded the patent office shortly after 

Palmer’s 1900 patent.  Although similarities existed among some of these machines there 

were distinct differences among them.  Some of these differences included how the 

concrete was loaded into the machine, the consistency of the concrete used, where the 

face plate was located on the machine, and ultimately the type of block produced.47 

                                                           
46

 The Federal Reporter, Cases Argued and Determined in the Circuit Courts of Appeals and 
Circuit and District Courts of the United States, Feb. – March, 1907 (St. Paul: West Pub. Co., 1907), 1001. 

47 Jerome Cocharan, A Treatise on the Inspection of Concrete Construction (Myron C. Clark Pub. 
Co. 1913), 527. 
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At the turn of the century three types of machines were common; upright, 

facedown, and mechanical presses.  Palmer’s machine is a prime example of an upright 

or side-mount machine. (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8)Within the side-mount machine: 

The sides and ends of the machine swing out and down upon hinges. The hollow 

places in each stone are formed by metal wedges or cones raised into place, 

through the base plate by means of a cog and ratchet attachment. The side plates 

can be readily changed so as to substitute smooth, quarry faced, or ornamental 

facing for the stone desired.  The concrete is tamped into the machine upon thin 

iron base plates, so that as soon as the block, which is made of rather dry 

concrete, is finished, the sides are let down, the hollow centers lowered and the 

block is lifted out on this base plate, and allowed to remain upon it until firmly 

set.48(Fig. 9) 

 

                                                           
48 Eno, 75. 

Figure 7: An H. S. Palmer machine in the 
closed position. The Palmer machine is an 
example of a side mount machine. Homer 
A. Reid, Concrete and Reinforced 
Concrete, The Myron C. Clark Pub. Co., 
New York,  
1908, 869. 
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The facedown machine was 

similar to the upright machine, but the 

major difference being that the mold, or 

face plate, was located at the bottom of 

the box instead of the side.(Fig. 10,  Fig. 

11 and Fig 12)  A 1906 publication 

described this manufacturing process in 

the following way: 

Fine facing matter varying from 1:1 to 

1:3 mixture of cement and fine sand, 

granite screenings or marble dust is 

deposited and thoroughly tamped, after 

which the leaner mixture comprised in 

the body of the block is deposited and 

tamped in the usual manner, except that 

the cores, which it will be noted enter 

and withdraw laterally, are not inserted 

until the lower half of the block has been 

tamped in place.  In most machines of the this type the mold is so arranged that 

when the block is ready for delivery the mold may be turned to an upright 

Figure 8: The Normandin Machine at left is 
an example of a side mount machine, Eno, 
239. 

Figure 9:An H. S. Palmer machine in the 
open position. Homer A. Reid, Concrete and 
Reinforced Concrete, The Myron C. Clark 
Pub. Co., New York,  
1908, 870. 
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position and the block released either on a wooden pallet or on an iron bottom 

plate.49 

 

 

 

T 

 

 

 

T 

 

The face down machine had the advantage of allowing a different face mixture to 

be placed in the machine prior the addition of the concrete body mixture.50  The facing 

mixture could consist of a higher Portland cement concentration, a waterproofing 

chemical, or colored concrete. 

                                                           
49Harmon H. Rice, Concrete-Block Manufacture Process and Machines (New York: John Wiley 

& Sons, 1906), 70.  
50

 Homer A. Reid, Concrete and Reinforced Concrete (New York: The Myron C. Clark Pub. Co., 
1908), 869. 
 

Figure 10:An example of a face-down 
machine of unknown manufacturer.   
The machine is closed and ready to be 
opened in order to deposit the block. 
Reid, 870. 

Figure 11:  A face-down machine open 
and ready for the concrete block to be 
removed.  Reid, 870. 
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The mechanical press method was yet another process utilized in making block and it was 

generally used in constructing blocks of the two-piece wall system.(Fig. 13)The two-

piece wall system was built by staggering blocks to construct an inner and outer wall.  

These blocks were typically “T” shaped. The two-piece wall system never had much 

commercial success 

because of the large size of 

the machines and the 

process of manufacture 

was more complicated.  

However, it should be 

noted that the concrete 

block wall built from the 

two-piece system had many advantages.  One of these advantages was the presence of the 

hollow void between the inner and outer walls.   

 

Figure 12:  An 
example of a 
face- down 
machine, 
manufacturer 
unknown. 
Radford, Cement 
and How to Use 
It, 153. 

Figure 13: An example 
of a two-piece wall 
system.  Two-piece wall 
block was typically built 
by mechanical concrete 
block machines. This 
block design was 
manufactured by the 
American Hydraulic 
Stone Co., Rice, 37. 
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This void was beneficial for two main reasons: it was advantageous in insulating 

structures, and provided a vapor barrier.  A 1906 publication detailed how a mechanical 

machine (Fig. 14) worked: 

It will be noted that the pressure is applied by means of upright hand-levers, 

which, by lowering either to the right or to the left, bring into action an 

arrangement of compound toggles which exert upon the movable bed of the press 

a pressure of 60,000 pounds. The molds are filled at their respective ends of the 

track, the medium-wet mixture of one part cement, three of sand, and four of 

gravel or broken stone being shoveled into the mold and raked off level. The 

pressing-plate of the particular design required is then put in place on top of the 

mold, and the mold, which is hung on trolleys having grooved wheels fitting the 

track, is then run into the press and the pressure made. From three to four seconds 

is required in this operation. As the pressure is relieved, the mold is withdrawn 

and two hooks thrown over the pressing-plate to hold it in place, while the mold is 

inverted and run to the end of the track. The releasing-stand is then raised to 

engage the pressing-plate, the hooks loosened, and the block lowered (face down), 

resting on the plate by which it was pressed. The process is very rapid, expert men 

producing unfaced blocks in twenty seconds and faced blocks in thirty.51 

                                                           
51 Rice, Concrete-Block Manufacture, 70. 
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One company that perfected the two-piece wall system was the American 

Hydraulic Stone Company out of Denver, Colorado, but the company never perfected a 

machine that could be easily transported from job site to job site which eventually lead to 

its impracticality in the market place. 

As with other block machines various molds could be used to face the block with 

different types of patterns and ornamental designs.  Molds, or face plates, were 

constructed of cast iron and could be used over and over again or interchanged to face the 

block with the design desired.  Some examples of face plates that could be utilized with 

the American Hydraulic Stone Co. machine included plain-face, paneled-face, tooled-

face, rock-face, and pebble-face. (Fig. 15, Fig. 16, and Fig. 17) 

Figure 14: An example of a 
mechanical press machine 
manufactured by the American 
Hydraulic Stone Co. located in 
Denver, Co. Concrete was 
deposited into a molding box.  The 
hydraulic lever at the right of the 
picture was employed to 
consolidate the concrete by means 
of mechanical pressure. Reid, 872. 
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Blocks could also come in a variety of colors from brown, grey, black, and red 

with red being the most common. (Fig. 18)  However, colored blocks were not very 

common because of the additional chemicals needed in their 

fabrication. Some of the chemicals needed in coloring block included:52 

 

 

                                                           
52 Radford, Cement Houses and How to Build Them, 38. 

Figure 15: 
Concrete block 
home built with an 
American 
Hydraulic Stone 
Co. machine, c. 
1905-1906.  The 
home was built 
with panel-face 
block. Marengo, 
IL.  Photo taken by 
James Hall. 

Figure 16:  The picture to the 
left is a cast iron tool-face mold 
manufactured by the American 
Hydraulic Stone Co. Photo by 
James Hall 
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• Black = Peroxide of magnese 

• Blue = 5 Lbs ultramarine blue, 1lbs. pulverized alum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: The picture on the left is an example of a cast iron rock-face mold 
manufactured by the American Hydraulic Stone Co.  It was utilized to make block 
similar to the concrete block in the picture on the right.  Photo by James Hall 
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• Red = Oxide of iron or Pompeian red. These chemicals were then mixed with the 

cement prior to the cement being mixed with the sand or aggregate.53 

 

Palmer should be credited with innovations to machinery for block production, 

but what hurt Palmer in the long run were his claims for inventing the hollow concrete 

block and wall system when its invention predated his by several decades.  By 1905, 

numerous concrete machines flooded the market, and they were willing to fight for their 

                                                           
53 Ibid. 

 

Figure 18: An example of red 
concrete block.  Red concrete 
block was manufactured by mixing 
oxide of iron with the cement.  
This mixing was done prior to the 
cement being mixed with 
aggregates and water.  Photo by 
James Hall. 
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legitimacy.  Following is just an overview of some of the concrete block manufacturers 

that gained success shortly following the turn of the 20th century. 

 

The Winget Machine 

The Winget Machine was first manufactured in Columbus, OH during the first decade of 

the 20th century. (Fig. 19 

and 20)  The Winget 

machine was constructed 

of cast iron and had 

adjustable sides.54  The 

adjustable sides allowed 

the block maker to face 

the block with a richer 

mortar of about ½ to ¾ in.   

The availability of a 

different facing material 

provided strength to the 

face of the block and also 

allowed the introduction 

                                                           
54 Eno, 239. 

Figure 20:An 
example of a 
Winget 
machine ready 
for block 
removal. Eno, 
239. 

 

Figure 19:  
An example of 
a Winget 
Machine prior 
to being filled 
with concrete 
and tamped.  
Eno, 240. 
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of a coloring agent.55  The normal size of a Winget block was 9 in. by 10 in. by 32 in. 

The Winget machine is an example of a side-mount machine. 

 

Hayden Concrete Block Machine 

The Hayden machine was also manufactured in Columbus, Ohio and was a face-down 

machine similar to the Palmer system.56  A Hayden block was 8 in. to 16 in. thick and 8 

in. to 32 in. long.57 
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 Ibid., 239. 
56 Ibid., 245. 
57 Ibid. 

Figure 21:  A Hayden 
concrete block machine 
depositing a block.  The 
Hayden is an example of a 
face-down machine. Eno, 
245. 
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Dykema Machine Co. 

The Dykema machine was one of the more simple machines for molding concrete 

block.(Fig. 22)  The Dykema molding system consisted of a box constructed of sheet 

steel with a double interior core element.58The box had interior walls that could be 

manipulated to adjust the size of the block.59  A disadvantage of the Dykema system was 

that you needed a multitude of boxes in order to produce a significant number of blocks. 

(Fig. 23) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
58 Eno, 240. 
59 Ibid. 

Figure 22: Dykema Block Machine, left was a simple sheet metal box with movable 
inner walls and interior hollow core elements. Eno, 241. 
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Although there were some similarities between different block machines, they all had 

patentable differences that Palmer could never contend with.  Simple differences in 

machinery and in the finished product resulted in the failure in Palmer’s ultimate case.  

For this reason, Palmer should not be credited with being the sole originator of the 

commercial concrete block machine.  

 

Figure 23:  A manufacturing plant where numerous Dykema machines were lined up and 
filled with concrete.  Notice this system necessitated the use of a horse.  Eno, 243. 
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7 

Concrete Block on the World Stage:  The 1904 Louisiana Purchase 

Expo (St. Louis) 

 

Although concrete block had a long history prior to the turn of the 20th century, it 

was not until the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis that concrete and 

concrete block gained a wide audience from the building trades industry and average 

citizens.  The St. Louis Exposition is important in understanding the early development 

of concrete block for three main reasons.  First, the Exposition consolidated a fragmented 

Portland cement and concrete block industry.  Second, the Expo was integral in 

establishing comprehensive testing for concrete and concrete block, which led to 

government assistance.  Third, the Expo acted as a springboard for the promotion of 

concrete block to the average citizen. 

 Prior to the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition, the American Portland cement 

industry consisted of numerous independent cement manufacturers that competed for 

dominance of the market.  The Expo helped to consolidate the many independent 

Portland cement manufacturers.  At the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago, just 

eleven years prior, the concrete industry had little presence, but between 1893 and 1904, 
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the Portland cement industry in American grew at an enormous rate.  By 1905, the 

Portland cement industry in America had outgrown the production of both natural cement 

and the importation of Portland cement.  As a testament to this growth, the Portland 

cement industry constructed a reinforced concrete building to house their exhibits. (Fig. 

24)  The intentions of these exhibits were purely for the promotion of Portland cement as 

a building material and did not promote any one manufacturer over another.60  Forty 

cement manufacturers participated in this exhibit without one brand taking center stage.61  

The Portland cement exhibit housed: 

• A collection of the raw materials from which Portland cement is manufactured, 

together with samples of this material taken in various stages of manufacture, 

to the finished product. 

• A collection of the various sands, gravels, cinders, broken stone and metal used 

in concrete, together with photographs and models of structures built of 

concrete in all parts of the world. 

• A library of books and files of the various technical journals devoted to cement, 

mortar and concrete. 
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• A completely equipped model testing laboratory. 

• A collection of machines for mixing and molding concrete 

• A collection showing the many ways in which Portland cement is used.62 

The 1904 exhibit literally brought the major players within the concrete industry 

under one roof.  These satellite industries realized that the promotion of Portland cement 

and its benefits would be advantageous to all.  As a testament to the importance the Expo 

played in strengthening the industry, Portland cement production increased significantly 

the following year.  By 1905, the usage of Portland cement increased by 36 % from the 

year previous and natural cement was down 8.5% in 1905 from 1904.63 1905 was the first 

year exports of Portland cement were greater than Portland cement imports.64 

As a result of the 1904 exhibit, concrete and concrete block manufacturing 

organizations began to be established.  One of the first organizations to be established out 

of the St. Louis Expo was the National Association of Cement Users.   During the 
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Figure 24: The interior of the of 
the Portland cement exhibit housed 
in the Portland cement building at 
the 1904 St. Louis Louisiana 
Exposition.  American Society of 
Testing Materials: Proceedings of 
the Eighth Annual Meeting, Vol. 
II, 1905, 391. 
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International Engineering Congress held at the Expo between October 3rd  and 8th, an 

informal meeting was set up to discuss the complexities of the current concrete building 

boom taking place in the country with specific attention placed on concrete block and its 

manufacture.  At this time, the industry lacked an authority in charge of overseeing the 

integrity of concrete or any of its building methods.  Representatives from the many 

concrete block manufacturers from around the country met to discuss their ever-evolving 

industry.  As a result of this congress, many concrete block manufacturers felt a necessity 

to consolidate into an association that would set standards and meet regularly to keep up 

to date about current practices. 

The first meeting the following year evolved into the Convention of the National 

Association of Cement Users.  This first meeting was held in Indianapolis, Indiana on 

January 17-19, 1905.  Its original agenda was tailored toward the concrete block industry, 

but eventually became an association of all concrete workers.  By 1913, this organization 

would become known as the American Concrete Institute.65 

 Another important element to come out of the 1904 Exposition was the 

implementation of scientific testing with regard to the structural capabilities of concrete 

and concrete block.  The American Society of Testing and Materials, along with the 

American Society of Civil Engineers, played a role in evaluating the integrity of various 

methods of producing concrete and the various methods of manufacturing concrete block. 
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 The American Society of Testing and Materials established a concrete laboratory, 

called the Model Testing Laboratory at the Portland Cement Exhibit.  One of the main 

goals of the Model Testing laboratory was to test concrete, reinforced concrete, concrete 

block, and concrete block machinery: 

A very complete series of tests on building blocks has been started. The series 

now in hand consists of molding mortar blocks using the standard cement and 

Meremac River sand with six different types of block machines and using three 

consistencies, dry, medium ,and wet, and mixing in three proportions, 1 to 3, 1 to 

5 and 1 to 8. 

The blocks are stored under different conditions in order to determine the effect of 

different methods of storage. Some are kept under wet burlap, others are kept wet 

by simply sprinkling, and a third lot are stored in a steam room. They are 

investigated as to their fire-resisting qualities, transverse and crushing strength.  

About three hundred blocks have been tested for crushing and transverse strength 

before being fired. In the fire tests the blocks are tested both with and without the 

subsequent application of water. The blocks fired are 60 days old, while the other 

blocks are tested for transverse and compressive strength at 30, 90, 180, and 360 

days. The blocks are molded in the same manner by the same men, out of 

identical materials in a number of different types of block machines, and are cured 
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in various ways. Some 2,000 blocks have so far been made, and about the same 

number tested.66 

These tests involved dozens of Portland cement companies and numerous 

concrete block manufactures.  It was the first comprehensive test of concrete that crossed 

corporate lines.67 

Due to time constraints, only a limited number of tests could be conducted during 

the duration of the Expo, but ultimately the successes achieved within the Model Testing 

Laboratories prompted further investigation.  After the closing of the Expo appeals were 

made to St. Louis and the Federal government to fund the further investigation of 

concrete and other building materials.  The United States Geological Survey prompted 

Congress for appropriations, and in 1905 the sum of $12,500 was given to further the 

endeavor.68 

After the initial appropriation of $12,500 from Congress, the Secretary of the 

Interior requested that an advisory board be established to oversee the testing taking place 

in St. Louis.69 Presidents of National Societies that had an interest in concrete and 
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reinforced concrete construction were chosen to sit on the board.  Following is just a few 

of the organizations from where representatives were chosen:70 

• The American Institute of Mining Engineers 

• The American Institute of Electrical Engineers 

• The American Society of Civil Engineers 

• The American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

• The American Society for Testing Materials 

• The American Institute of Architects 

• The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association 

• The American Railway Master Mechanics' Association 

• The Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers 

• The Geological Society of America 

• The Iron and Steel Institute  

• The National Association of Cement Users 

• The National Board of Fire Underwriters:  

• The National Fire Protective Association 

• The Corps of Engineers 

The diverse list of parties is interesting, and is a testament to how important 

concrete was becoming in America.  In March 1906, the board members received direct 

appointments from President Theodore Roosevelt.71  With support of the Federal 
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Government money soon followed and during the years of 1906 and 1907, the Congress 

appropriated $100,000.   The Congressional Fiscal Bill stated:  

For the continuation of the investigation of structural materials belonging to or for 

the use of the United States, such as stone, clays, cement, and so forth, under the 

supervision of the Director of the United States Geological Survey, to be 

immediately available, one hundred thousand dollars.72 

What followed were the most comprehensive tests conducted on concrete and 

concrete block to date, and the data gathered would usher in a century-long concrete 

building boom.  Concrete and concrete block tests yielded information about mixing, 

molding, storage, strength, and fire resistance. 

Richard L. Humphrey, the first president of the National Association of Cement 

Users, gave a speech during the third annual meeting of that organization in 1907 about 

the testing taking place at St. Louis: 

The work at St. Louis, as you know, was organized some two years ago, and the 

very limited appropriation available was insufficient for doing anything more than 

getting a start, and it was not until June of the past year that an appropriation of 

$100,000 was made for the investigation of structural materials, and by vote of 

the various people who have acted in an advisory capacity on the expenditure of 

this money, it was decided that it should be expended for investigations of cement 
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mortars and concretes. Naturally, that is an extensive field, and it was difficult to 

tell just what phases of it should be taken up first.73 

Humphrey continued to describe in detail the specific elements of the concrete 

block testing laboratory: 

In the concrete block laboratory we have some six machines, which typify the 

various machines on the market, such as the two-piece block, single and double 

air space block, the down faced block, the wet process block, that is, the sand 

molded block, and so on. 

Those blocks are all made with the same sand, with different proportions and 

consistencies. The blocks are stored in damp chambers and are tested for their 

physical strength, and also shipped to Chicago, where they are being tested in the 

furnace at the Underwriters' Laboratory for their fire-resisting qualities. 

The force at St. Louis consists of about forty men, which will be materially added 

to this year, and there is every reason to believe that the information will come at 

regular intervals. When the series of tests on blocks is completed, the value of 

blocks made under different conditions of different materials will be pretty well 

established. Certainly, some of the strength values that are needed in the drafting 

of an ordinance will be obtained, such as the compressive strength the block ought 

to have at a given period, what the modulus of rupture should be, and what the 
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absorption should be. We will also be able to tell you more about the process of 

steam curing, how a block should be cured in steam in order to develop its 

qualities in a very short time.74 

The building block section of the structural-materials testing laboratories tested 

five block machines, provided by five different companies; they were:75 

• The American Hydraulic Stone Co., Denver Co. 

• Miracle Pressed Stone Co., Minneapolis Minnesota 

• P. B. Miles Manufacturing Co., Jackson Michigan 

• Dykema Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan 

• Century Machine Co., Jackson Michigan 

The five different blocks were tested by utilizing different proportions of cement, 

aggregates, and water.76  Also, blocks of varying ages were used within the testing.77  The 

testing was also broken down into five different categories: 

• Mixing & Molding 

• Storage 

• Strength Tests 

• Fire Tests 

• Permeability 
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The St. Louis Expo was also the seminal point in America where concrete block 

was made familiar to architects, academics, builders, and millions of citizens.  A 1907 

Engineering Journal noted: 

The cement block machine has preempted the 'territory from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific and from the Lakes to the Gulf.' The exhibits made at the St. Louis 

Exposition in 1904 gave the people some idea of the magnitude of this new 

industry, and in my humble opinion did more to break down the prejudice of the 

devotees of the "old system'' than anything that has occurred.78 

Awards were also presented to concrete block manufacturers and manufacturing 

systems by the authority of the Expo, and this gave a legitimacy that it had never seen 

before.  A progressive minded publication that came out the same year as the St. Louis 

Exposition stated: 

The U. S. Arsenal at Watertown, N. Y., has made a very complete test of cement 

blocks and the Jackson Cement Machinery Co., of Jackson, has the best and 

largest exhibit of any machines on the grounds at the Universal Exposition at St. 

Louis. This company is receiving encouragement and praise from all parts of the 

country wherever their machines have been exhibited.  The Normandin Cement 

Concrete Block Machine is taking the lead over all other machines of this nature 

in the United States and Canada as well as in several foreign countries. The 

Jackson Company has today over 250 plants in operation and has never had a 
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machine returned nor is there any dissatisfaction from the workings or the product 

of said machines.79 

The American Hydraulic Stone Co. also won an award at the St. Louis 

Exposition.  In a promotional catalogue it was stated, “The Gold Medal awarded to The 

American Hydraulic Stone Company by the International Jury of Awards at the St. Louis 

World’s Fair in 1904 was the only award made to any system of hollow concrete walls 

and partitions.”80 

The St. Louis Expo played an important role in catapulting concrete block onto 

the world’s stage.  Because of the Expo, people outside of the building trades industry 

started to take notice of the capabilities of concrete blocks. 
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Conclusion 

  

 

Concrete block’s evolution as a building material in America spans the better part 

of the 19th century, but it was not until the turn of the 20th century that it gained 

acceptance by architects, builders, and the country as a whole.  Its acceptance is largely 

due to its practicality, and it became practical as a direct result of the emergence of a 

domestic Portland cement industry.  From Aspin’s first discovery of Portland cement to 

Ranger’s first experiments in concrete block construction, these two innovations have 

been historically linked.  The Portland cement industry in America reduced the price of 

cement, and because of this, concrete became a viable building material.  

As the Portland cement industry gained momentum during the 1890’s, numerous 

individuals were experimenting with concrete block machinery.  Although Harmon S. 

Palmer invented a practical cast iron machine for making concrete block, he was not the 

sole originator of the hollow block form, or the block machine itself.  Shortly after 

Palmer patented his cast iron machine in 1900, a plethora of block machines hit the patent 

office in Washington D. C. Some of these machines had similarities, but many of them 

were distinctly different.  Palmer never proved his claim of being the sole originator of 
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the hollow block form, because it had been around for decades prior to his invention. 

There is no evidence to date to suggest that the numerous block machines that came out 

during the first decade of the 20th century had anything to do with Palmer’s invention. 

As the Portland cement industry was increasing its production and innovations in 

concrete block machinery were being realized, these two industries had a perfect platform 

to promote their products at the 1904 St. Louis Exposition.  The Expo played an integral 

part in the promotion of Portland cement and concrete block. Directly following the 

Expo, Portland cement production increased tremendously, and concrete block machinery 

began to be widely marketed.   

 The testing that evolved out of the Fair proved to be a seminal point in the history 

of concrete in America.  The initial model testing laboratory at the Expo and the eventual 

structural materials laboratory that came out of it, proved to be invaluable in establishing 

future standards for concrete construction. These tests and the Expo helped in 

legitimizing concrete block.  

There seems to be a high point around the years 1905 to 1906, when people of all 

classes were building commercial and residential concrete block buildings.  Many 

architecturally significant buildings were built of concrete block during this period.  It has 

yet to be determined why the initial energy that revolved around concrete block faded 

away by the 1930’s.  Aesthetic issues aside, the most likely reason is that many of the 

concrete blocks manufactured during the first two decades of the 20th century were 

constructed using poor techniques and inadequate machinery.  Many concrete block 
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buildings were poorly built during this time, and the inexperience of builder’s in the use 

of concrete perpetuated the uncertainty about the material. 

Unfortunately, the negative attitudes toward concrete block still exist today 

among many architects, preservationists, and academics.  During conversations with 

many people about concrete block, it has become apparent that many people have little 

knowledge, let alone interest, in concrete block as a building material.   

This paper acts as a primer to the reader interested in the early history of concrete 

block in America, and further research is necessary to truly understand how complex the 

industry was during the first two decades of the 20th century.  It would be beneficial for a 

comprehensive survey to be conducted on how many different types of concrete block 

manufacturers operated during the first half of the twentieth century.  The industry was 

highly complicated and was more than just a back yard business. 

Throughout the research of this paper it has become evident that little concrete 

block machinery remains from this period.  It is not known if a lot of these machines 

were scrapped because they were perceived to be useless, or because of economic 

reasons.  The author has only come across two actual machines during the research of this 

paper; one belonging to a family member and one found through internet research.  A 

detailed survey of the many concrete block machines would be invaluable.  These 

machines are significant and should be preserved as a record to this innovative period in 

engineering and building construction. 
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Appendix 

 

Concrete Block and Block Machine Patents 

Issued by the United States Patent Office: 1855 - 1906 
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Patent 1: Ambrose Foster & E. A. Messinger, Building Block, 
Patent No. 12,264, Jan. 16, 1855. 
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Patent 1:Ambrose Foster & E. A. Messinger, Building Block, Patent No. 
12,264, Jan. 16, 1855. 
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Patent 1:Ambrose Foster & E. A. Messinger, Building Block, Patent 
No. 12,264, Jan. 16, 1855. 
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Patent 2:  Thomas B. Rhodes, Improvement in Building-Blocks, Patent 
No. 149,678, April, 14, 1874. 
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Patent 2:  Thomas B. Rhodes, Improvement in Building-Blocks, 
Patent No. 149,678, April, 14, 1874. 
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Patent 2:  Thomas B. Rhodes, Improvement in Building-Blocks, 
Patent No. 149,678, April, 14, 1874. 
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Patent 2: Thomas B. Rhodes, Improvement in Building-Blocks, Patent 
No. 149,678, April, 14, 1874. 
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Patent  3: T. Cook, Machine for Manufacturing Blocks of 
Artificial Stone, U. S. Patent No. 161,866, April 13, 1875. 
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 Patent  3: T. Cook, Machine for Manufacturing Blocks of 
Artificial Stone, U. S. Patent No. 161,866, April 13, 1875. 
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Patent 3: T. Cook, Machine for Manufacturing Blocks of Artificial 
Stone, U. S. Patent No. 161,866, April 13, 1875. 
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Patent 3: T. Cook, Machine for Manufacturing Blocks of Artificial 
Stone, U. S. Patent No. 161,866, April 13, 1875. 
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Patent 3: T. Cook, Machine for Manufacturing Blocks of Artificial 
Stone, U. S. Patent No. 161,866, April 13, 1875. 
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Patent 4: W. H. Smith, Machine for the Manufacture of Artificial 
Stone, U. S. Patent No. 177,578, May 16, 1876. 
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Patent 4: W. H. Smith, Machine for the Manufacture of Artificial  
Stone, U. S. Patent No. 177,578, May 16, 1876. 
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Patent 5: J. C. Sellers, Apparatus for Molding Concrete and 
Artificial Stone, U. S. Patent No. 244,322, July 12, 1881. 
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Patent 5: J. C. Sellers, Apparatus for Molding Concrete and 
Artificial Stone, U. S. Patent No. 244,322, July 12, 1881. 
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Patent 5: J. C. Sellers, Apparatus for Molding Concrete and 
Artificial Stone, U. S. Patent No. 244,322, July 12, 1881. 
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Patent 5: J. C. Sellers, Apparatus for Molding Concrete and 
Artificial Stone, U. S. Patent No. 244,322, July 12, 1881. 
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Patent 6: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Building Blocks, U. 
S. Patent No. 375,377, Dec. 27, 1887. 
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Patent 6: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Building Blocks, U. S. 
Patent No. 375,377, Dec. 27, 1887. 
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Patent 7: H. S. Palmer, Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 
384,541, June 12, 1888. 
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Patent 7: H. S. Palmer, Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 
384,541, June 12, 1888. 
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Patent 7: H. S. Palmer, Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 384,541, 
June 12, 1888. 
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Figure 8: J. Winkler, Stamping Machine for Molding Artificial 
Stone, U. S. Patent No. 409,543, Aug. 20, 1889. 
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Figure 8: J. Winkler, Stamping Machine for Molding Artificial Stone, 
U. S. Patent No. 409,543, Aug. 20, 1889. 
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Figure 8: J. Winkler, Stamping Machine for Molding Artificial Stone, 
U. S. Patent No. 409,543, Aug. 20, 1889. 
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Patent 9: H. S. Palmer, Concrete Wall For Buildings, U. S. 
Patent No. 674, 874, May 28, 1901. 
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Patent 9: H. S. Palmer, Concrete Wall For Buildings, U. S. 
Patent No. 674, 874, May 28, 1901. 
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Patent 9: H. S. Palmer, Concrete Wall For Buildings, U. S. Patent No. 
674, 874, May 28, 1901. 
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 Patent 9: H. S. Palmer, Concrete Wall For Buildings, U. S. Patent No. 
674, 874, May 28, 1901. 
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Patent 9: H. S. Palmer, Concrete Wall For Buildings, U. S. Patent 
No. 674, 874, May 28, 1901. 
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 Patent 10: N. F. Palmer, Machine for Molding Artificial Stone, 
U. S. Patent No. 694,985, Mar. 11, 1902. 
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Patent 10: N. F. Palmer, Machine for Molding Artificial Stone, 
U. S. Patent No. 694,985, Mar. 11, 1902. 
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Patent 10: N. F. Palmer, Machine for Molding Artificial Stone, U. S. 
Patent No. 694,985, Mar. 11, 1902. 
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Patent 10: N. F. Palmer, Machine for Molding Artificial Stone, U. S. 
Patent No. 694,985, Mar. 11, 1902. 
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 Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow 
Concrete Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 
1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow 
Concrete Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 
1903. 
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 Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow 
Concrete Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 
1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow Concrete 
Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow 
Concrete Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 
1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow 
Concrete Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 
1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow 
Concrete Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 
1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow Concrete 
Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow Concrete 
Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 1903. 
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 Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow Concrete 
Building Blocks, U. S. Patent No. 731,323, June 16, 1903. 
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Patent 11: H. S. Palmer, Machine for Molding Hollow Concrete 
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